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“On that night the sky laid bare its internal construction in many sections which, 

like quasi-anatomical exhibits, showed the spirals and whorls of light, the pale-green 

solids of darkness, the plasma of space, the tissue of dreams.” 

 

Bruno Schulz The Cinnamon Shops 
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He finds a tool hidden below the ground, a spade or hoe, the rusted metal edge 

standing out of the hardened ground, the handle hidden beneath the caked and 

cracked earth.  The others did not see it.  The warden was looking into the turbid 

clouds of the sultry summer day.  The sweat grimed line of black and shiny men 

clinked on marching like some enormous creature with multitudinous legs, like a 
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centipede or millipede undulating over the hills and humps, the hot baking sun high 

yet the landscape veiled and obscured beneath a blanket of mist.  He stands hard on 

the metal edge with his thick healed brogues and the hoe stands out of the dry soil 

like an erection.  He takes the handle in one smooth motion and then conceals it 

within his trouser leg to the percussion sound of his manacles.  He moves his eyes 

in short furtive glances wanting to see if he has been seen yet not wanting to be 

caught checking.  The convict behind him chuckles to himself and he turns on him 

with burning choleric eyes.  The other man plump with a white beard like cotton 

turns his deep brown eyes downward, the bloodshot veins and glaucoma clouded 

pupils remaining downcast and chastised.   

 The midday unfurls in an unending clarity that burns away the mist and then 

bakes with unwavering intensity the rolling hills of the farmland.  Cattle with barrel 

chests lined with ribs roam the striated fields and the convicts march on beneath 

the warden’s gaze an enormous nimbus rising behind them in semi permanence, 

like the trail of a train funnel.  The wardens hold rifles on their hips and rest in 

sullen respite, their salt stained horses dozing between their legs.  The hoe blade 

slides down his trouser leg and he takes to limping in line with his fellow convicts.  

The warden does not look down but instead gazes skywards as he passed, as though 

he knew of his keeps intent and is turning away to allow his escape. 

 Then men lined up besides the ditch like soldiers before a battle.  Then at 

the command of the wardens they all jumped down into the mud filled ditch.   

 He starts as soon as the men begin their digging.  The dull thwack of their 

spades against the wet earth hides the strike of his hoe against the manacles at his 

feet. 
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“Yo better keep yo eyes on yo work boy” the cotton bearded convict says to him, his 

hound dog eyes not looking up from his own patch of soil.  His red, crescent 

rheumy eyes focused deeply on his work. 

“Yo better watch yours old man ‘else yo want this hoe to find purchase in yo skull!” 

The old man does not look up; instead he keeps up his steady chucking of the earth.  

The convict to his right says nothing but remains at his work, his eyes glazed like 

wet marbles.  The hoe breaks the chain with a high whistling like a ricochet and he 

looks up to see if the warden has heard.  He has not.  The second chain breaks away 

with ease and the convicts to either side of him look with fear and longing at his 

newly acquired freedom.  Sampson wears rust red manacles with links of chain.   

 The sudden rush of freedom covers his body in a cloak of adrenaline.  He 

scurries along the ditch low and stooping, hands to the dirt with his black shining 

back bobbing along the chain and behind the men at work chucking the earth in 

continuous and undiminishing rhythm.  The tuneful threnody of men without 

liberty at work on a land they do not own, and for men they do not know, the gains 

of which they will never see.   

 He passes their backs as they bow like birds folding the dark wet earth into 

piles above.  He sees the warden’s heads above the ditch and he falls to the ditch 

bottom, flat against the cool earth.  His white eyes ablaze with fear of the 

retribution he knows will follow if he is discovered.  The roots of disinterred plants 

quiver along the ditch wall.  Then he continues.  The warden behind him slumbers 

on his horse.  The horse does likewise.  He finds a way through the briars at the far 

end away from the final convict in the line.  The final man turns to him as he passed 

and says.. 
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“God be with yo’.  He has a place in his heart for all men.  Even you Sampson 

Dellamy!  Keep yo’self clean and give him no cause to bring down his holy 

retribution on yo’.  He done and punished you before, so don’t even think of 

sinning or fo’ shaw he will make those warden’s bullets find yo’ head.  He will make 

carrion of you Sampson Dellomy”.  Sampson turns to the man. 

“God ‘aint waiting fo’ me.  The devil ‘aint either, but a future of my own choosing.  

You wait here for his deliverance and you’ll die!”.  Sampson Dellamy takes his leave 

of the man and hides there a while in the briars in that high sultry evening.  He 

watches the wardens above the ditch diggers and waits.  The wardens all sullen and 

turning their heads slowly inattentively, eyes shaded behind mirrored glass.  

Sampson waits with patience for the men to look away in unison and then he will 

make his escape.  He watched with eyes wild and adrenaline pumping through his 

body, peering through the briars like a frightened rabbit.   

 Whether by fates desire or by pure contingency a convict far along the line 

takes to fitting.  The wardens all turn to see the commotion and then Sampson 

leaves the briars and runs along the dusty humped earth and away.  His legs turn 

below his body like clockwork things animated by pure will and not by any 

ratiocination.  Then the shouting starts.  He knew it would.  He knew he would not 

be able to leave without a fight.  He knew provenance would not allow him to leave 

without baring its teeth at him and taking his flesh with it.  His legs turn and he 

heard the whistling enfilade carry on behind him like a wake of his motion, serried 

and rising in white clouds above the trench.  The horses rise now and jump the 

ditch like cavalry, the men shouting obscenities and firing blindly through the dust 

riven scene, Sampson falling and bloodying his knees and the horses closing on 
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thundering hooves that resonate through the dry hollow ground.  His legs are slick 

with sweat and blood and his ragged convicts trousers are spotted with blood and 

the cloth grows piebald with patches of red.  He appears almost to levitate across 

the ground, his body moving without his will now.  He is exhausted but unable to 

stop, he cannot breath for running and his head swims with the pumping ferocity of 

his turning legs.  The cannonade of gunfire spits dust around his feet but he does 

not stop, he cannot stop.  His legs keep turning and the earth moves below him like 

a magical trick or mechanical device set to deceive the eye.  The horses are closing 

in on him and he turns with terrifies white eyes to see them closer than he thought 

they would be, the hooves rising and stamping at the earth behind him in a 

thunderous clomping.  He jumps a ditch, dug long ago by him and his brethren and 

he stumbles travelling now in a cloud of dust like a nimbus of gold rising into the 

blue in a tornadic swirl of diminishing form.  The wardens fire blindly into the dust 

and shout to him to stop, but he will not.  The dust swirls into the azure.  The 

wardens pull on the reins and the horses bow their heads against their thick necks, 

stamping impotently like heraldic depictions of horses brought to life.  The dust 

swirls away and Sampson has gone, evaporated with the cloud like a miracle.  He 

has ascended with the dust.  The wardens turn their heads blankly.  They have 

never seen the like.  The dust has risen and carried the convict heavenward.  

Nothing remains.  The horses turn and stamp and the riders scan the horizon for a 

sign of the escapee.  They see the other wardens standing watch above the chain 

gang in the distance.  Between them and the two that gave chase there is nothing 

but dry and humped earth.  Then they see a faint trail of dust rising from the ditch.  

Sampson had fallen into the ditch.  His dust cloud twin continues without him for a 
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while.  Now he is running along the ditch to the west.  The men give chase to the 

phantom Sampson, his dusty trail betraying his position in a wavering dusty flicker 

above him.  They close on the dust spectre and fire into the ditch.  There Sampson 

stands within a circle of pock marched earth.  His hands raised and his eyes wide.  

Now he fears the retribution of the men as one raises his pistol and closes an eye on 

him.   

“One more for the fire!” he says his mouth cracking into a smile.  The other watches 

with disinterest, staring through sweat streaming eyes into the pale disk of the sun.   

 The flash of motion happens too quickly to understand.  Sampson holds in 

his hand a flat necked and angry snake.  He throws it at the warden and the warden 

fires his gun in fear.  An angry flash and the guns loud retort, shatters the otherwise 

serene landscape.  Sampson’s finger on his right hand turns to pulp.  The snake 

lands against the warden’s leg and bites hard hanging like a rope his thigh.  The 

horses rear and the other warden is thrown to the floor.  The warden falls with 

violence into a blank blue and cloudless sky.  His body crumpled and passing before 

the sky the arms clawing at the bridle then hitting the baked earth and gasping 

there.  Sampson has gone though.  He runs down the ditch hobbling with blood 

flowing from his missing finger.  He finds a culvert and runs inside.  There he rips 

long strips from his trouser leg and wraps his finger stump with the cloth. 

  

Beyond the voices raise and the long low howling of the hounds begins.  The 

ravelled clouds gather in long grey lines, the light unfolding through the layers and 

casting shadows of long and indeterminate origin along the maculated and 

despoiled earth, the chain-gang walk back to the bunkers in sullen lines.  The 
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wardens watch on from atop their horses with spider like shadows following the 

centipede of men.  The stars appear and recrudesce from their places in the infinite 

blackness, constellation and asterisms burning with pale light over the farmland.  

 He awaits his judgement.  The wardens gather nearby.  They cluck and 

shake their heads and mutter querulous acrimonious remarks.  The snake-bit man is 

taken away on a stretcher, pale and sick looking and his fever brings out sweat on 

his porcelain white face.  The other warden has broken his back in the fall.  Neither 

communicates where Sampson has gone both are in too much pain.  The tunnel 

holds him in its grasp and he sits within it like a pupil in an eye.  He holds his 

injured hand in his uninjured hand.  Blood drips from it and marbles the water 

flowing through the pipe, in involute swirls.  The swirls of red suspended in the 

chocolate brown trickle it travels along the culvert pipe and out into the ditch.  He 

turns towards the darkness and decides to follow it away.  He travels mole like along 

the pipe, shuffling on his knees until he is disgorged like a limp frog back into the 

ditch.  The world now changed.  The auricular world he enters now a symphony of 

crickets and frogs and the hounds braying loudly in a cacophonous howling rising 

louder one over the other in clamorous delight.  The stars he sees spread in milky 

eddies their ceaseless wonder not lost on him even now.  He has had a sample of 

freedom and intends not to loose it now it tastes all the sweeter.  The howling from 

the dogs increase gathers volume and the crickets and frogs quieten.  He runs bowed 

along the ditch.  His feet splash through the thin current of iridescent water that 

stretches in a thin line illuminated in the moons glare.  The line, mirror like before 

him, stretching on for miles unbroken, stars contained within its thin form hemmed 

by the inclinations of dark earth.  The hounds braying slowly fades as the distance 
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grows.  He scurries along the ditch like a rat or ferret low to the ground and with 

short furtive glances.  His black skin is almost blue in the moonlight, his eyes wet 

and shining.  The hounds draw nearer again and his breathing quickens.  The 

hounds smell their quarry, they lust after him, taking in his scent and ploughing 

through the farmland and along the ditch with an agency beyond themselves the 

will of the wardens made earthly within these loose skinned wet nosed canines.  

Sampson stares moon-wards; within his eyes the moon sits in the limpid clarity of 

his brown iris.  He moves on still ahead of the hounds.  The hounds straining on 

their leashes, dog flesh rising over dog flesh tails high and wagging with pleasure.  

 The water outspreads before him in moon coloured glassy formations.  The 

scything motion of his running leaves the water to ripple against the ditch sides and 

the rivulet takes on the appearance of quicksilver as he disturbs its length.  The 

myriad sparkles he leaves behind oscillate in crooked arcs within the ditches 

confines.   He sees ahead a dark shape of indeterminate origin.  A gaping black orb, 

like a blackness of solid shape and size planted before him.  Like a dim entrance to 

the earths foundations left open only to him.  He struggles forward and enters the 

black.  The void swallows him and he finds the ridged and throaty passageway of a 

pipe leading to god knows where?  The echoing oesophagus gargles with dirty ditch 

water and as he hears the hounds bray closer he runs along the inky depths of its 

stygian blackness.  He fears his death now as the earth’s bowels consume him and 

his heart beats in the silent blackness of his enclosed and tomb like prison.  He fears 

this blackness more than the prison he escapes.  The tunnel flows with a trickle of 

water he cannot see and he splashes along its inclination.  He stops and rests a 

moment.  The blinding pain in his missing finger throbs in uncontrollable agony.  
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His vision is blurred and he feels the blinding light of unconsciousness press against 

his minds eye like an antagonist forcing itself against a door.  He looks down and 

there sees a pinprick of moonlight floating in the water.  The light shifts and breaks 

into tiny shards at the waters disturbance.  He looks upwards and high above him 

the lights source (barely concealed) shines down on him.  The moon pricks through 

an unknown hole.  The more he looks he sees the rungs of a metal ladder dimly 

viewed through his agony and fear.  He removes his trousers and ties the top with 

his string belt then he ties the legs.  He inflates the pants with his failing breath and 

then sets them to ride the thin current down the tunnel.  He hears the dogs enter the 

tunnel and their braying caroms the metal tube in ever increasing volume and 

quantity.  He jumps to catch the only dimly perceived ladder rungs.  He misses.  He 

stands naked and vulnerable and exhausted at the bottom of the tunnel, his body 

slick with sweat and blood a shining blue-black malkin.  He jumps again and his 

good hand catches the bottom rail.  He swings there, turning like a child’s mobile 

unable to pull himself up.  He uses his second hand to clutch at the rung.  The hand 

missing the middle finger holds tightly through the pain and he pulls himself up.  

The body is now animated by something beyond his mind, beyond mere will.  He is 

moved by nothing but instinct and the somatic desires of his body to live.  He is not 

thinking now, he has lost all ability to contain thoughts in his mind.  He merely 

places his extremities on the next rung of the ladder.  The muscles contain their own 

will to survive and they enact their own agency to exist in corporeal animation to 

serve their masters will.  Live.  Move.  Breath.  Beat.  Hold.  He hangs on the steps 

his fingers wet and oily.  His body limp and waxy his lubricious body glistening 

within the void hanging with, the muted light illuminating in adumbrate 
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muscularity.  The body contained within the obscurity, blackly shining like light on 

oil.  Before he pulls himself through the grate above he sees the dogs pass below.  

They roll underneath like conglomerate monsters made of dog flesh leashed and 

pulling forth the wardens, who pass likewise, faint oblong things indiscriminately 

formed in his eyes.  They have followed the scent of his inflated pants and now they 

continue having no knowledge of his accent.  They will rove the underground 

tunnels and passageways of the world’s foundations, like some incarnation of 

Cerberus set loose.  He hangs still.  He too weak to rise further.  His missing finger 

drips blood and in the near silence that now permeates the tunnels he hears the 

steady plop of his blood in the water.  The moil of dogs continues along the tunnel 

chasing the scent of his inflated pants.  He hangs his head on the ladder rungs and 

gasps at the air in long and desperate breaths, he rests his head on the rung nearest 

to him and his lips flop and drool.  His arms hook the rungs to hold him in place 

and he knows he cannot stay.  His ruse would not work for long.  The volume of the 

dogs barking decreases along the tunnel and he rallies his strength, his body 

exhausted and limp, like some sort of marionette hung on the ladder rungs and he 

raises his body towards the man hole cover with superhuman effort.  

  The heavy iron presses against his back and he heaves against it.  The 

weight bears down on him like a pressure form some sightless beyond, perhaps 

invented by his mind, only the cold metal seeming real.  The manhole cover lifts 

with a resolute and dull metallic scraping.  The sound seems to him profoundly loud 

within the tunnel, the hounds now quiet.  He pushes harder and the cover scrapes 

away and up.  A crescent of moonlight opens up to his sideways glance.  His eye 

peers through the yawning gap and he peers with fierce tear brimmed clarity on the 
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star strewn sky.  There his sweat slathered skin glisters with moonlight, his eye 

glassy and the moon gathered there to dwell in the solitary bead of his pupil, the 

world tilted and rendered in black, grey and blue, the tall grasses stark and spicule, 

in jagged silhouette.  He pushes again and the cover slides painfully across his back 

and into the grass.  Then the residual heat of the day swelters up from the parched 

and cracked soil.  The dead grass rattling with seed encrusted tips and swimming 

with the scent of dried herbs and moistureless skeletal plants.  Then standing tall 

against the star filled sky he hauls the iron cover back in place.  He finds a nearby 

rock of large and uniform shape and shoves it over the cover.  Then he stands naked 

beneath the moons crescent more black than white.  He runs again as though 

through a near nightmare of unfathomable horrors the pure existential angst gives 

animation to his body and he runs in no particular direction, the fear fuelling his 

motion through the night-time vista.  Threat does not emanate from any particular 

direction other than down the tunnel he has emerged from and so he runs away 

from it, totally unable to think or feel anything other than the fear of death and the 

need to run.  He runs against the cracking dried grasses and the grass parts as he 

passes whipping and slashing at his body the dried stems filling the air with a 

bounty of seeds and he inhales in loud deep gasps.   

 The earth drums beneath his feet in deep and resounding thumps the 

counterpoint of his heartbeats and he falls and rises again in numerous and painful 

stumbles lost for a moment and silent within the grass only to rise again in fits, his 

arms loose and joggling his head hung low and lolling. 

 He runs blindly into a barbed wire fence and stumbles over the top wire line 

and it jangles along its taught rusty length.  The wooden posts snap and he lies 
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prone and weary, thoughtless, dumb, entangled fly like within a metallic web.  The 

rolled coils of wire sit looping about his legs and arms and he presses his face into 

the dust.  The dust rises and as he lies pinned and immobile for a few moments.   

 The recrudescent day emerges unbounded to the west, the sunlight spilling 

over the world in one long and ceaseless rising, whorls of colour and slanting shafts 

of emerging light accruing and breaking through the star filled immensity, 

tincturing the blackness with vivid pinks and reds, the foretaste of a day to come 

advancing upon the slanting crease of the horizon.   He hears with faint and 

abstract understanding the insistent howls of the dogs, distant yet, but nearing.  

Within the welts on his legs the rusty barbs sit with maladroit skill they sketch roads 

and rivers across his skin and then sit dipped in the red ink of his body.  He rubs 

dust into the stump of his missing finger to stem the blood though he fears the 

suppuration of the wound, the loss of blood he fears more though he has plenty of 

blood to give the unsympathetic world.  Along the dust bowl on which he passes he 

sees the long shadows of kine and the slanted shafts of black fence posts stretching 

long and aslant from the shadows origin.  A vast reticulum of black lines covers the 

plain like an enormous and ill-conceived chessboard.  He scans back and forth for a 

direction in which to run.  He feels his mind return from the subsumption of his 

instinct to live, as though perhaps he has forgotten that he is man and not quarry 

and now he has been reminded.  He sees in the distance a small shack, trapezoid 

and strangely constructed from ill-fitting wooden slats.  The barbed wire around his 

legs and arms will not give him up freely.  They jangle and tunelessly chime as he 

unfurls it from his body.  The wire returns to its helix and on he runs free now from 

the metallic grasp.    
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 Nakedly he jogs, limping on his red-slicked hams.  He passes the plane in 

long strides, the bare soles of his feet padding through the dust, startling pocket 

mice from their foraging to peer on him from their holes with curious but frightened 

eyes.   

 The shack runs to harbours no living man or beast but merely the disparate 

belongings of a soldier and farmer long dead whose living matter splattered the 

walls of his abode many years hence.  The soldier was obdurate and proud and 

would not take the doctors advice.  He took the cold kiss of the shotguns barrels 

instead and thought himself better off than cluttering up the hospitals with his 

pitiable cries.  The man was not a friend to blacks and he called them the names that 

such people do and he cursed also the souls that worked the ditches, chained and 

sullen better a length of rope for their necks he said than the room and board they 

receive.  Yet he has no dominion on the living as Sampson Dellamy pulls opens his 

shack door and steels his clothes and gun from his cupboard.  Sampson finds the 

broken egg-like skull and the baggy clothed bones of the suicide there but he thinks 

nothing of it.   

 He pulls the pistol from its place on a nail on the wall and he empties the 

bullets into the pockets of the dusty dungarees he pulls over his naked and bleeding 

body.  He finds a sun faded and moth eaten red cap too that was the suicides 

favourite and he takes that as well.  He stands panting in the middle of the shack 

and he sees the thin bones of the cats that the suicide took with him.  The skulls are 

broken and the necks are bent back in unnatural attitudes, the teeth stretched open 

in serrated mute roars.  Sampson hears the howls of the dogs again and he flees the 

shack stopping only to drink from a spring fed water pump by the door.  The 
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crystalline waters fall like spilled pearls over the foot-worn doorstep and he drinks 

deeply before running on.  The deep and timeless immensity gives way to the 

oncoming day, the new day beating on the shore of the night and sending it into 

retreat.  He flees the sunrise as though attempting to escape the privations he will 

face in a new day and hopes to remain in the old.  The dogs howl to the east and 

they appear on the distant hill atop the plane.  The dust he raises raises red and the 

new rising day colours it as it follows him.  The dogs bark and howl now in 

excitement and he hears the distant crack of gunfire too far away to bother him, just 

a warning shot?  He scrambles over the stubby and coarsely leaved bushes and 

staggers wearily over the carcass of a cow.  The bones scatter with a hollow and 

xylophonic sound.   

 He roves along in splendid motion like an ant moving over a plate, the 

solidly flat surface moving beneath him as though he moves on a surface that 

levitates beneath him.  His feet crunch in a desultory rhythm the impact nearly 

unconscious now his mind having departed in fear and exhaustion, his legs turning 

as though in a dream or like a clockwork thing having no life yet moving forward.  

The cows low at his approach and then raise their heads to look dully on him with 

jaws moving.  They look on and then turn back to their chewing.  They too raise a 

cloud of dust full of motion, a tawny eddying nimbus embellished by the growing 

day, he moves between the cattle, gracile amongst their sleek long backs, their skin 

hanging against their bones like wet sheets hung over a bovine skeleton.  The cattle 

low and an agitated rumbling begins as the cows move away from him.  The herd 

moves in one solid motion of bovine flesh, the legs hidden only the backs in sight.  

He skips through them lost in the moil of flesh and dust.  The animals appear to him 
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from the obscure layers of dust, backs and heads and tails flicking with short 

agitated motions, swinging and flicking their matted brush-like tails.  He feels the 

earth’s thunderous reverberation and he passes quickly from cow to cow dodging 

and weaving between the osseous muscular bodies, taking in their sweet fetid 

stench.  They lift their tails and squirt of shit splatters over the rocky floor.  They 

lick their noses with their tongues as they watch him pass their number.  They look 

on him with indifference and he looks on them likewise.  The hounds howl on from 

someplace distant yet he knows that they follow his scent trail.  They cross the plain 

in excited incessant motions straining on the lead drawing their handlers forward, 

moving forward so quickly as to seem as though they are being sucked along the 

ground, they barely seem to move yet they are propelled forwards with unending 

patients towards his living flesh. 

 The cows move away followed by the dust amassing from their flanks and 

rising skyward unfettered by any breeze.  The long shadows shrink obliquely and he 

bounds between the shafts of shadow between the shrubs and herbs that grow there 

between the dust patches.   

 The plants are a botanists dream, herbs and flowers in their antecedent 

forms.  The slanting shadows perceivably move and he sees ahead a rolling 

formation of boulders rising to a rocky outcropping on smooth and sculptural 

boulders.  He takes a sudden turn away from them although he intends to hide 

there.  He runs in a weaving line between the shrubs and then turns again to run 

back towards to hounds.  He watches the dust follow the herd and the cloud hugs 

their now tiny distant bodies.   
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 He scans the plane for the dust of the bloodhounds, needing to put an image 

to the sound that fills his ears.  He sees the round and tornadic swirls of dust and he 

sees the small humped bodies of the wardens following their dogs.   

 He runs straight towards them with determined strides and then he turns 

again.  Then he runs a bizarre and indirect path to the mountains, crossing his own 

footsteps and retracing others.  To the bloodhounds olfactory senses this route takes 

a bizarre and confusing way, the indirect route through the brush will tangle their 

leads, confuse their handlers and buy him time.   

 He turns again towards the rocks and then her prances up and over the 

squat red boulders.  They sit in clannish formations, baked stone as though they sit 

upon the surface of the dust, like icebergs, illuminated around their edges by the red 

rising sun like depictions of moons in eclipse.  He slips and falls into between the 

boulders, sliding over the stone and into the space between, exhausted now beyond 

any reason, sweat filling his eye sockets, his muscles aching.  He lays an arm across 

his face in complete abdication of his will.  The body has now accepted the will of 

the flesh to collapse into pained and bloodied dishevelment.  He lies in the stolen 

clothes, in a dead mans brogues.  He is beyond reason, beyond flesh, beyond the veil 

of life’s placated bounds.  His defiant and resourceful will now defeated and 

subsumed by the Earths annealed and untrammelled insistence.  Fearing not the 

hounds or the gun.  Fearing not the swift and brutal death that approaches, fearing 

nothing.  He opens his mouth and gasps there in the bosom of the rock, he gasps like 

a stranded fish nothing but the blackness of the ever-shrouded nothing above him.  

He stares skywards into the depthless black and there he sees the stars wavering 

clarity.  The rocks mineral coldness cools his back and he feels again the ebbing tide 
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of his will return, like a still buoyant boat returning from the depths of a river.  His 

body rises and he continues to run. 

 The boulders sit within the mountains keep, tiered and sparsely populated 

with shrubs and rocks of differing size and shape.  The taluses rising and falling to 

no particular design and the facets now illuminated with shafts of light and shadow 

in seeming contest for the possession of the new day.  He brings forth his limp and 

insipid body, moving with long bounds towards the mountain slope.  The 

bloodhounds now move along the scent trail he left amongst the shrubs.  He listens 

dimly to the warden’s slurs and curses.  He staggers up against the slope and finds 

there a rock beaded with tiny sparkling dewdrops.  He licks at it and continues his 

way.   

 Sampson Dellamy.  This man of uncertain past and ignoble parentage, this 

cursed and belaboured man wanders freely upon the mountainous slopes of this 

solitary mountain pass.  He wanders starkly lit and starkly stubborn towards his 

uncertain and fragile future.  He means to live, to outpace Gods will and to carve 

out his own niche against the Earths adamantine and accreted integument.  This 

Earth made from antemundane dust, ice and rocks upon which his unbroken will 

now smashes like a wave.  He will prevail. 

 The sun rises in its true completeness and the stars now are bedimmed.  The 

suns heat increases and the stones upon which he stumbles raise a line of near solid 

riffles that he cannot clearly see through.  He stands with eyes half closed barely 

able to see along his nose.  He blinks away the sweat that perpetually beads upon his 

dark skin.  It trickles in salty rivulets down his body staining his clothes.   
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 The braying dogs now begin their assent, they plough forwards with playful 

malevolence, enjoying the pursuit with no understanding of the man they chase.  

They inhale his scent from bush and stone.  They follow the sweat marks he leaves, 

inhaling his adrenaline, his hormones and his fear.  They take in his odours and his 

fear excites and infuses within them, their wet noses and lip flaps tracing the ground 

in long trails following him in his every movement.  The dogs rove over the hand 

marks he leaves, they linger on the patch on which he slept exhausted between the 

boulders, like corridors through time the scent remains and they view it like beings 

peering through times opaque windows.   

 Though he staggers and sways, drained and depleted, he still has the 

presence of mind to confuse the dogs.  He weaves left and right, his indirect route 

slows his progress but any time he looses he makes up by slowing and confusing the 

dogs.  Then…   

 

 

There were two of them, a man and a woman.  The belts on the nail swung and he 

saw them there in the sun dim shaft, standing like beings of indeterminate form, 

made solely of light and shadow, incurring motion from the torpid air that swirled 

straw dust, like particles in water.  The man and the woman exuding some sort of 

palpable energy like an unwanted understanding between them, a rejection and 

something more sinister he didn’t yet understand.  They seemed like lovers but not 

like lovers and he watched coyly as they pirouetted uncomfortably between the 

stalls.  The cows lowed and then a strange sound, like growling.      
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The gathering sunlight bakes the stone and scree and his path is slow and he loosens 

the stones he clambers over.  The cascading rocks crack and slide in minor 

landslides and he stands steady against the mass of moving rocks and stones.  The 

sliding earth tumbles and resonates in crepitant motion, the larger rocks breaking 

free from the smaller ones and bounding in quickening arcing descent, their echo 

resounding within the mountains walls.   

 He sees a larger boulder wigged in dried and grassy growths, a juniper bush 

extruding from a fracture across its uneven back.  Gravel and scree level the bottom 

in a line.  He leans behind it in the lee of the boulder.  Then he pushes against the 

rocky surface, his powerful legs tensional and flexing, angled and his arms flat 

against the rocks girth.  The boulder shifts and settles deeper into the scree but he 

feels the slightest rocking of its weight.  He forces his weight against it, the boulder 

moves grinding against the scree.  He scrambles to his feet as it begins to roll.  It 

turns over against the ground, rolling slowly turning without pivot rolling 

downward with force and weight like some Sisyphean tale come true.  The juniper 

breaks and shatters as it travels along the talus and over the ledges and slopes, it 

brings with it stones of differing size and shape and he watches its journey into the 

unknown realm of his pursuers.   

 The dogs bray on unknowing of the boulders journey towards them.  It turns 

in the air like some meteorite set loose on the earths surface.  It turns on no 

particular axis, rolling in a varied rotation, rebounding from surface to surface the 

mountain.  It forces smaller stones to be hewn from the rock face to travel along 

with it, chipping and clouding on impact, moving an indirect path, until it crests the 

slope and disappears from view.  Within the mountains walls and crevices the 
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clashing sound of the boulder comes in waves, a rolling crescendo of echoes rising 

and then falling underscored by the resonant beat of it against the near hollow 

mountainside.  The braying rises also in waves, dissonant high-pitched yowling 

rising in pitch as the boulder rolls nearer.  The yowls breaking against the force of 

the thunderous echoing roll.  The boulder beats and crashes, clashing with the 

elements and rides down into the bloodhounds and handlers.  Gunshots ricochet 

with ineffectual pin sharp whines that skip and bound from rock to rock from 

surface to surface at once punctuating the thunder and bring forth their own sonic 

reverberations, the prism of sound cages all in the valley and drowns out all other 

senses.   

 He runs now like a child whose actions are too much for it to face the 

consequences.  He turns his back on the death and pain he may have caused.  The 

baleful howls of the dogs now join the ending fall of the boulders journey.  He hears 

more gunshots fired in anger within the decrescendo of the boulders resting.  He 

runs over the brow of a stratified ridge and away from the sound of the howls and 

the warden’s curses.   

 He stops for a moment’s breath and then as though perhaps the moment 

catches hold of him he finds a shaded stump in the lee of another boulder more 

massive than the other.  There he sits in trembling sadness a sort of guilt filled fear 

rising in him like a tide of scum filled water.  The sounds of howling dogs and the 

pinprick gunshots of raged filled and grief stricken men echo dully in the mountains.  

The howling emanating like a spilling of his own grief and rage at the situation and 

the action he has taken.  He places his elbows on his knees and his head into his 

pale-palmed hands and trembles leaf like in the mottled shadow of the juniper tree.  
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More gun shots and then a pause.  Then two more gunshots and the pained and 

stertorous howls abate, one then the other.  Then the barking commences with nary 

a pause.  He finds within his overall pockets a small pouch of tobacco, some papers 

and a few matches. He pauses again and looks skywards into the azure sky.  The 

brazen sun burns in a piercing white spear from heaven to earth, its white-hot light 

alighting on the stones and gravel and liberating the earth of all moisture.  He bares 

witness to the suns furious embrace.  Overhead a thin white cloud barely travels in 

a line thin and vaporous.  It moves slowly enough for the motion to seem arrested in 

time and he watches it as he rolls his tobacco into the fold of the paper.  The cloud 

levitates there formless now as though unperceivably changing shape in increments 

too small to notice.  His hands shake and the cigarette falls from between his 

fingertips and rolls along the ground.  He stoops to pick it up and hears the hounds’ 

passion for the chase renewed.   

 Through the fruitless mountain scape the sounds collude and seems to gather 

momentum before rolling towards him like a cresting wave.  He takes the cigarette 

in his fingers and brings it to his lips.  He strikes a match and then holds the flaring 

teardrop to the tip.  He takes long drags his face illuminated within the shades 

influence and it hangs mask like.  The cloud amasses, the edges swirling within the 

penumbra, a near rood now of cloud sculptured by the living wind, alone within the 

vicissitudes of the earths domed ceiling, untethered there in mutable and 

impermanent subsistence.  He takes long drags from the cigarette and listens as the 

bloodhounds draw nearer to him hands trembling and lips trembling and eyes filled 

with tears.  Then with sudden cogency he rises to his feet, his trembles now gone, his 

guilt now gone, he begins to run again.   
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 He sees a chain of donkeys move down the slope above him and over to the 

east, nose to croup like a paper chain of donkeys descending along the foot worn 

paths that trail the taluses like lines of mourners.  They move with a kind of stoic 

deliberateness, eyes half closed, their hooves clomping over the dust filled air their 

ear swivelling, they have no herder and walk along the vertiginous slope in 

purposeful yet perfunctory forward motion like men whose dilatory movement 

brings then closer to their unwanted end.   

 The donkeys stumble through the slopes carrying their loads over the backs 

in cracked leather pouches.  The metal chimes as they walk the dissonant rattle of 

silver ore packing into wicker baskets.  They march on down ever down, heads low 

and eyes dully watching the forward motion of the previous Donkey.  The dust rises 

from their feet and surrounds them as they move in a semi permanent rising of 

formless motion.  They appear through the folds like shadow puppets.  But then 

high above the line followed closely by a herder a donkey falls.  It rolls through the 

air like a toy, legs held straight.  It’s emaciated body turns end over end through the 

layers of dust and tumbling scree.  The donkey releases a cry of sudden and piercing 

volume and it rolls into the stolid lines of fellow donkeys.  The tinkle of falling metal 

and shattering bottles fills the air and the sparkling fragments of silver shower down 

over the terrain like a cascade of ice.  An avalanche begins and the scree rolls 

downhill in a wave that carries with it the donkeys and as it passes over the lines the 

donkeys roll and grabble in a cloud of motion too intricate to discern a motion of 

bodies and scree, metal and shattered glass, the sound of metal against stone and 

breaking bone.  The bodies turn end on end and as they turn they appear through 

the dust like carved wooden effigies, a many headed and multi-limbed creature, 
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bringing vee’s of dust behind them.  The wet shining glass litters the slope.  

Moonshine carried in convoy too and fro from the mines with the silver ore in 

demijohns of thick green glass that now litters the ground like a river of emeralds.  

Amongst the green shimmering light the bodies of the donkeys lie in bizarre and 

lifeless attitudes.  Legs standing straight and quivering, some are turning in the air 

in perfunctory motion.  One of the convoy continues as though nothing of 

consequence has taken place.  It caries of pair of baskets piled high with silver ore.  

It makes its way diligently from top to bottom, over stepping its peers with a kind of 

sad patience. Paying no heed to the dead and dyeing.  Its hooves clomping in endless 

movement until it too disappears behind the mountain slope to where?  He does not 

know.  Sampson watches as a solitary figure emerges along the ridge, the figure 

pauses to survey the carnage below, holding a staff and running the other hand over 

his head, he stands like a biblical shepherd flockless and cursed, incredulous at the 

apparent disappearance of his wares, the moonshine and silver ore now lost 

amongst the mountains strewn and stratified slopes.   

 Gunshots ring in his ears like a staccato of chimes and he runs downhill now 

between the ridges of this stratified landscape and over his shoulder he spies again 

the men and dogs that menace him in endless pursuit.  They scream and shout and 

from the maelstrom of sound their issues forth volleys of gunfire.  Each shot whistles 

past him and rises into the voluminous sky in a series of echoing retorts, each 

following the next in quick and rising succession.  The trees around him shatter and 

splinter like firecrackers.  He runs like some deranged mountain goat, skipping from 

rock to rock, down and down, leaping over shrubs and herb bushes and skidding 

like some ungainly scarecrow down the slope.  There a thin and sinuous stream 
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trickles piss-like from the higher slopes.  It slops gently over the rocks maculating 

the dried stone.  It foams onto the fine powder of the mountains covering.  Lying 

flat along the ground.  Sampson places his mouth to the streams passing and slurps 

what little there is into his mouth before jumping up and continuing.  The ridges 

rise again and he finds himself facing now a near vertical cliff face, there is no other 

route to take and so he climbs.  He hangs limply pulling his dust-covered body over 

each hurdle.  His fingers grasp at the ledges and his toes play at the edges of the 

stony face and with more than sheer will, he pulls his body upwards.   

 From his great height he spies the men and dogs below.  Minor deformations 

of men like squat figures of some child’s game, like toy people and toy dogs.  The 

dogs huddle foolishly around the men and surge against the cliff face.  One man 

takes aim and a soundless cloud rises and drifts away.  A second later the gunshot 

rings in his ears like an afterthought.  The shot misses or falls short and he 

continues.  Sampson pulls himself over the edge and then stands amongst the greyly 

arranged and oddly marked boulders.  There is a strange metallic sheen to the rocks 

over which he clambers.  Like unfinished statues the rocks stand.  Along their cold 

facets strange and unfinished marks, catalogues of size and shape written in an 

unintelligent hand, lines of wire appearing like antennae from holes in the rock face.  

He pulls hard on the lines confused at their origin.  They come loose.  The small 

brown candles that fall out are familiar to him.  He kicks it away and scrambles up 

the boulders to escape.  The sockets yawn blackly in the rock face and he scrambles 

to use the drill holes for purchase, his fingernails scratch animal like at the stone in 

a desperate clamour to free himself from the coming violence. 
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 Then he is consumed within a cumulous of fire and ruin, a flaring and 

emphatic mouth of white fire and pale dust that appears from the once solid rock 

and swallows him.  He wheels over and over like some insentient and soulless 

mannequin forced into motion by gravities unreasoned will, the raucous thundering 

fulmination perforating his ears, a tumult of mans creation, surely the accomplice to 

the devil, rendering the rock apart and shattering it into an oblivion of grikes.  He 

spins within the now vanished rock, like a drawing of mans anatomy within a vortex 

of powder and stone lost within the cloud of destruction brought forth through 

mans cunning.  Disorientated and shrouded within the vanished stone, the veil of 

destruction increasing, ever shrouding him within a horrent malignant eye.  The 

maelstrom collides in a clamour of pain and noise then all accrues into a solitary 

resonant ping, a ping of ceaseless volume, never rising or falling always with him, 

the lone ping of a single constant note.  The departed rock face rains down in motes 

of differing size and shape and he falls to lie aslant, legs asunder, anointed with 

cloudy white powder, like some bizarre clown, pale, wet eyed, with ears streaming 

red, lines of thick blood, dripping like red wax, the disorientated son of a furious 

Earth sitting in the wan apex of the explosions eye.  Nothing before him but the 

swirling cloud of dust, obscuring the sun of this benighted day.  Then the detonation 

coming back over and over in waves of reverberating sound relaying from rock to 

outcropping to mountain peak, in a auricular tide.  He is oblivious to now semi deaf 

as he is.   

 The cloud dissipates and he squats in undignified and dishevelled loneliness 

within the shrinking cumulous.  His eyes stare at nothing, facing dimly forwards 

glassy and wet and stained.  His ears welter with blood, vividly vermillion against 
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the pale dust.  The suns uncovered glare bakes the ground below him, the cold stone 

laminated with a freshly exposed sheen of water.  Sampson rises as though lifted up 

by wires.  He hovers there in bizarre imitation of a newborn deer, unsteady and 

long limbed.  He lifts himself clear of the cliff edge and climbs briskly from the torn 

stone to the cliff edge yonder.  There he beholds the reason for the exploding 

mountain. 

 He is dimly aware of the muffled calls of working men and incoherent 

through the folds of mountain rock, percussive beating of axes against the 

conglomerate earth, the squalid mud black soil giving way to sedimentary rock and 

seams of hidden silver ore, secreted within the mountains inner foundations and 

then carried out and away by the labour of men and beasts.  Below the ridge, 

previously out of sight, he sees stepped and amphitheatred strata.  The limestone 

and granite ruins of a peopled pandemonium, lines of faceless men in transit like 

slaves of ancient times, powdered and inhuman, the cliff face periodically exploding 

in clouds of triturated rock and dust.  The jagged foundations of the mountain lay 

bare, its entrails carved and stacked, measured and weighed.  Line upon line of men 

zigzagging like stygian beasts through the contingent chaos, ascending and 

descending rope ladders, dynamiting boulders and carrying scree, all under the hot 

gaze of the white undimmed sun, burning with a perfect clarity, a heat of immense 

and savage brilliance, reddening the shoulders of the powdered men, they 

advancing and retreating from the steeply stepped mountain.  Caverns and 

passageways cleaved into the living rock, slag and scree pouring down in endless 

gullies to pollute the streams and rivers lower down the slopes.   
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 Then roving into view, a sight beyond his reasoning, a mechanical leviathan 

the like of which he has only dreamed of, belching black fume and clouding the cliff 

in stippling shadows wavering through the droning toil.  The heat filled misty air 

brought forth from some sulphurous dream, the elements at war with man.  Mans 

will and flesh yoked to granite and limestone and the commerce of his creation.   

 Sampson Dellamy staggers, deafly along the ridge passing furtive glances to 

the following hounds below.  He a powder-faced clown, a vassal from some other 

world given passage through the hellish commotion by his disguised appearance, 

moving through the lines of degraded harlequins rendered from a demons foul 

imaginings.   

 He cannot hear them now yet he feels the dog’s intent as keenly as before.  

They begin to climb and he begins to descend towards the quarry bottom.  He 

passes men as powdered as he.  The finely dusted paths leaving footmarks to be 

hidden in newly made footmarks.  The men carry baskets of rock and climb and re-

climb crooked ladders of poor and harried craftsmanship.  He takes heed of the men 

around him imitating their movements, slipping into the lines and descending on the 

same ladders.  He watches always for the hounds and their bilious handlers.  He has 

descended halfway down the quarry before he views them cresting the hill.   

 The mechanical beast claws at the earth and carves long grooves in the stone.  

He covers his head as an explosion shakes the pathway he passes along, a cloud as 

fine as flour appears as drifts away from the rock face.  He like any other trailing 

others.   
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 The dogs follow his path resolutely and without confusion as though his 

scent has described its journey in perfect clarity and the confusion of the 

surroundings means nothing to them.   

 He quickens his hobbling step and now he runs limping, with the bizarre 

gait of a hunchback, falling down the ladders and making a further commotion 

within the lines of men who hack at the cliff with their rusted tools.  The quarry 

darkens behind a black choke of fume from the machine a cloud of startling 

blackness in this heat-plagued day.  The glutted sun curtained for a moment behind 

the cloud and the men staring skywards like men gathering to view an eclipse or like 

fish peering from the deep blue oceanic depths to view a passing boat.  The sun so 

eclipsed, the blue grey scene enveloped in shadow he leaps from shelf to shelf 

pursued by the hounds and handlers.  The men then return to their work as though 

reanimated in one sudden motion at the direction of an unseen power.  He tussles 

with the men in his path seeking clear passage, some bark sharp, dissonant and 

foully intended invectives at him spoken in an unknown tongue and he blinks on 

them with his crease fanned wet eyes.  The powdered men shove and bark and 

clutch at him with their gritty fingers.  He raises his hands in mock resignation.  

Then as the men calmly release him, he sharply forces his elbow into the nearest 

mans teeth.  Then so released he makes haste over the lamina.  The men do not give 

chase but rather stand in clannish detachment watching him, bemused at his 

behaviour as though he has broken some unspoken law or blasphemy.  

  The hounds move along the shelves like beads zigzagging the length of a 

child’s game, making smooth progress as the quarry workers part for them.  The 

guttural rumble of the belaboured machine raises a second cloud of amorphous 
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black.  The machine labouring to make the men redundant (though they do not 

know it), men also at work on its flanks tending and steering it into place and 

employing it towards the cliff face.  Sampson hears nothing but he sees the cloud 

rise in a solidly mounting mass.  The gullies below flow with a steady stream of grit 

filled grey water and he jumps into one and runs along it, slicing the pale grey 

stream, his feet carving through it in thin waves.  He leaves no trace in the fast 

flowing stream as he continues. 

 Gunshots fire again, wicked flashes of light and jets of water rises in sudden 

levitation before him.  He turns his head and peers behind in fearful wide-eyed fury, 

his eyes piercing through his pigmented mask, white and persecuted.  The workmen 

gather at the tops of the gully, watching with confusion, hands in the pockets of 

their oversized overalls and cloth caps in hand like pious men.   

 As he runs along the sluiceway he takes the measure of the men there 

watching.  The dull earth hemming him, the men peering at him like spectators at a 

rat shoot.  His legs carry him to a wooden spout and he hurls himself onto its mercy 

like an unfinished coffin it cups his descent and then releases him into the river 

some way below.  He enters the river like a dropped statue a cascade of pearlescent 

bubbles streaming from his haunches and his body hovers for a moment within an 

effervescent aura.  He hangs there, his body laved, opaque billows fogging the water 

and he emerging cleanly from it.   

 The river moves its engorged sinuous way, a massive sheen of liquid 

swallowing the scree and stone dropping into it and sliding against the riverbank in 

constancy.  He sees the trees dip and sway at the waters edge and he passes along 

the river, head and shoulders twinned there up and down and slipping along it like 
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a fly caught on the surface.  The rivers passage makes sudden turns about the edges 

of the mountain and he moves with it trapped in its resolute and forceful current.   

 The river turns west and there is touched by the reddening sky, an aureate 

mirror of glassy brilliance carrying with it his helpless body etched upon it like an 

engraving of the turning world rendered upon a plate of gold.  The rivers’ way 

gurgles, through a forest of dense and jagged arrangement.   

 A reticulation of fallen tree stumps and a coil of barbed fence wire corral him 

suddenly.  The tree stumps roll and foam and carry frothy garlands that drip in 

ringlets from their sides.  He kicks loose and attempts to swim to the riverbank and 

yet the river sucks him back to its centre and he turns in orbit about the trunks and 

he scrabbles at the blackly wet bark watching for a moment’s release.  They roll in 

the foam like enormous cigars with him clinging to them in desperation.	  


